
Rush job packet by Eric Douglass. Sincere apologies for everything about this packet, but I had 
to drive to Richmond. 
 
Underlined is Superpower 
Bold is Power 
 
 
USC-Upstate Chancellor Tom Moore received a sundial from one person from this town. In this 
town, the Florida-based relatives of a resident of this town were adament about getting a nipple 
ring off of that resident. One person in this town was one of the few people in the United 
States to engage in the practice of fire gilding. “A Rose for Emily” by The Zombies provided 
the ending theme for a show about this town, where the father of a man who was falsely accused 
of murder, Kendall Burt, purchased a labrynth created by one of this town’s residents. which got 
its derisive nickname from John B. McLemore. For 10 points, name this town in Alabama that 
was the subbject of a podcast hosted by Brian Reed. 
ANSWER: Woodstock, Alabama [or S-Town; or Shit Town] (town under 50,000) 
  
This city is the location of a performance venue called The Crystal Palace, and the “Louisiana 
Swing” was the first song recorded that is recognized as a part of this city’s signature music. A 
song about a man who is “the biggest fool to ever hit the big time” was performed by a 
musician associated with this city who teamed up with Roy Clark as the host of Hee-Haw. 
The site of the Kern County Basque Festival, this city’s most well known musical ambassador 
was the singer of “Act Naturally,” Buck Owens.  For 10 points, name this California city that is 
known for its namesake, unrefined “sound” of country music.  
ANSWER: Bakersfield (country) 
 
A supposedly haunted house that might serve as a future embassy for one of these nations was 
the setting for the movie The House That Never Dies. The establishment and activities of the 
CPCA is a bone of contention between these two countries, and the diplomats from one of 
these countries was expelled from the other following Antonio Riva’s execution for 
espianage. The appointment of Joseph Li Shan was approved by one of these nations, 
making him one of the few cardinals in the other nation that is in full communion with the 
Church. For 10 points, name these two countries, one of which sent President Ma Ying-Jeou to 
attend the innauguration of Pope Francis in 2013.  
ANSWER: Holy See-People’s Republic of China [or Vatican] (foreign affairs) 
  
This case set forth a test that measures the probability and gravity of a loss versus the burden of 
taking precautions. It arose after the barges at Pier 52 broke free, resulting in the sinking 



of the Anna C. For 10 points, name this case ubiquitous in first year torts classes authored by 
Learned Hand that set forth the test for calculating negligence. 
ANSWER: U.S. v. Carroll Towing Co. (something Brownstein might not know but others 
might) 
 
Maria Oquendo wrote an August 2016 blog post stating that breaking this provision is “unethical 
and irresponsible”, and a March 2017 Ethics Committee opinion held that the the duty to warn in 
the Tarasoff doctrine does not apply in overriding this doctrine. In arguing against this provision, 
Leonard Glass wrote an op-ed that notes Abraham Lincoln and Winston Churchill managed 
to be excellent leaders despite certain afflictions and described this provision as a gag rule. 
A February 9 letter to the editor in the New York Times by Dr. Lance Dodes questioned 
this guideline, claiming, “We feel that too much is at stake to be silent any longer.” This 
guideline stemmed from an incident in which Fact magazine polled professionals about a man 
who wrote The Conscience of a Conservative. For 10 points, name this tenet of the American 
Psychiatric Association that prohibits psychiatrists from offering opinions on someone they have 
not personally evaluated, a rule that has come under increasing pressure with the election of 
President Trump. 
ANSWER: Goldwater Rule (current events) 
  
A German company called ASB Glass Floors has been considered to help preserve this artwork 
because its transparent glass surfaces would preserve this work while allowing it to fullfill its 
original purpose. This work includes the name of its artist in a circle with the number 77 in the 
middle. Andy Gorzalski and Greg Koller, the owner of ProStar Inc., purchased this work, which 
was on sale for scrap for $20,000 and teamed up with its original artist to reconstruct it. This 
work included 2 back to back Ms that form a diamond in the middle, and it was the world’s 
largest pop art painting. This work was boxed up after the 1988 move to the Bradley Center. 
For 10 points, name this possibly second most famous creation by Robert Indiana, which was 
located in an arena named for a holy city of Islam in Milwaukee on which the Bucks played. 
ANSWER: The basketball floor/court/whatever of the Mecca [accept the court of the 
Milwaukee Bucks prior to it being mentioned] (modern art) 
  
Shortly after this piece was played on a television show, Bobby Colby was described as having a 
crater in his colon the size of a cutlet, and that piece was again played in the same episode after 
Eddie Sherman choked after being shaken. This piece was played during a scene in which 4 
women under a willow tree were knitting a tiger pattern during the Spapsgiving 3: 
Slappointment in Slapmarra episode of How I Met Your Mother. The flashback sequence on The 
Fatigues episode of Seinfeld sees this piece getting played as Frank Costanza remembers giving 
food poisoning to the Fighting 103rd. For 10 points, name this really sad piece of music most 
famously used in Platoon, a work of Samuel Barber.  



ANSWER: Adagio for Strings (tv/movie classical American) 
 
One chapter of this work is named for a British singer who had a hit cover of the Supreme’s You 
Keep Me Hanging On and the debut single Kids in America. The main character in this work 
sits in a bathtub to try empathize with her grandfather and enjoys the comic book Dialectic 
Materialism. Young men in this work are provided with plastic keys to paradise, and Gord 
Afarid is one of the figures that would be featured at a proposed theme park in this work. The 
main character of this work is the last relative to see Uncle Anoosh alive and her parents, Ebi and 
Taji, were former dissidents against the Shah. For 10 points, name this graphic novel about 
Marji’s childhood in Iran, a work by Marjane Satrapi.  
ANSWER: Persepolis 
 
A sentence around the middle of this thing says, “Where did anyone ever see a porch or peristyle 
of that sort?” The last sentence of this thing says, “As for himself, he prefers reasons to 
authorities; he has always cared more for arms than for coats-of arms.” The first sentence of this 
thing says, “The drama contained in the following pages has nothing to commend it to the 
attention or good will of the public.” For 10 points, name this opening to a play by the man who 
wrote Les Miserables that doesn’t appear to have a Wikipedia article but came up at Nats several 
years back. 
ANSWER: Preface to Cromwell 
 
One romantic interest of this man once tried to cook a chicken for his mother by stuffing a 
chicken with raw vegetables and microwaving it. La La Anthony hosted reunions of a show 
featuring this man. This man was on a show in which he gave people nicknames because he 
could remember nicknames easier than real names. Deelishis and Hoopz were some of his 
romantic interests. This man had a relationship with Brigitte Nielsen on one show he was on. 
That show with this man on it spun off from Strange Love and resulted in spinoffs like I Love 
New York and Rock of Love. For 10 points, name this rapper known for large clocks around his 
neck who was in Public Enemy. 
ANSWER: Flavor Flav (or whatever his real name is) (stereotypical of 2000s) 
 
You wanted a tossup on a number greater than 100? You got a tossup on a number greater than 
100! This is the medical telephone number in China. This is the number to report a car 
breakdown on a highway in Austria. It’s the title of a 2008 Turkish film about children who 
carried ammunition to the Battle of Sarikamish during WWI. It’s the height, in cubits, of the 
Temple building in II Chronicles. This many years ago last month, the Klondike Gold Rush 
began and Queen Victoria celebrated her Diamond Jubilee. It’s the number of seats in the 
Knesset and the age at which Moses died. This many years ago, William McKinley was 
sworn in as president. For 10 points, give this number that is equal to six score. 



ANSWER: 120 
 
Ed Rotberg was supposedly a developer of this thing, and a man named Steve Roach claimed to 
be involved in its creation. It was associated with a company called Sinneslöschen and an alleged 
screenshot of this thing is said to have a font called “bius titel.” This thing was supposedly 
similar to Tempest, but incorporated mazes and logic puzzles. It allegedly appeared in 
Portland suburbs in 1981, and men in black were alleged to have data mined it before 
removing it from the general public alltogether. Said to have caused hallucinations, seizures, and 
suicidal thoughts, for 10 points, name this video game of urban legend. 
ANSWER: Polybius 
 
BuzzFeed reporter Katie Notopoulos argued that this man misattributed a quote in a twitter war 
with this man in his autobiography Suck & Blow. He got into a twitter feud with the anti-trump 
“assbot” in 2016. In a Twitter war, this person tweeted “Welcome to the light cockroach!” and 
“that’s it take pride in who U are….take responsibility Pube Forrest….” after posting a google 
earth view of his adversary’s house. Those barbs were aimed by this man at Forrest Rutherford, a 
Kentucky social services worker who angered this man in a twitter war about this man’s claim in 
a Behind the Music episode that he was once too obsese to masturbate. This man had the idea 
for the Horde Festival in the 1990s, and he and his band appeared at the end of the movie 
Kingpin, and his band had hits with Runaround and The Hook. For 10 points, name this singer 
and harmonocist, the lead singer for Blues Traveler.  
ANSWER: John Popper (twitter) 
 
 
After addressing one character as “Bogey”, this character claims to be the instructor in a class 
called “Pain 101.” In a 2007 movie, he teams with another character who goes by the name 
“Nightwatcher” and in a 2014 movie he has the nickname “Friday the 13th” and is played by 
Stephen Arnell. He was twice played on film by Elias Koteas. Described in one film as 
“Wayne Gretzky on steroids”, he is a  sometimes romantic interest of April O’Neal, and 
activated a trash compacter to crush Shredder in one movie. For 10 points, name this masked, 
hockey stick weilding character, a vigilante who frequently appears in Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles cartoons and films. 
ANSWER: Casey Jones 
 
Roger Crozier accomplished this feat in the 1966 championship series in which he protested that 
Henri Richard pushed a puck with his hand, becoming the first NHL player to do this. In a game 
known as the Blunder Bowl, Chuck Howley intercepted passes by Johnny Unitas and Earl 
Morral to accomplish this. Jerry West became the only NBA player to do this in the 1969 
Finals, and Bobby Richardson did this after hitting .367 with 12 RBIs in a 1960 World Series 



that was won by the Pirates. For 10 points, name this feat in which a person who does not get a 
championship ring is nevertheless recognized as the best performing player in the championship. 
ANSWER: MVP for Losing Team in a Championship (baseball not  player or team) 
 
In reviewing this episode for the New York Times, Noel Murray recommends watching Peter 
Tscherkassky’s Outer Space and Instructions for a Light and Sound Machine. “My Prayer” by 
The Platters is played on KPJK during this episode. One character on this episode that had 
previously been credited as something else was credited on this episode as a series of question 
marks. This episode’s soundtrack includes an excerpt from Threnody for the Victims of 
Hiroshima during a detonation scene, and this episode includes a performance by The Nine 
Inch Nails in the middle of it. A poem beginning with the words, “This is the water, and this is 
the well…” is recited multiple times over the air by a spectral woodsman in this episode, which 
ends with a frog/bug crawling into a sleeping teenage girl’s mouth. For 10 points, name this 
episode of the current season of Twin Peaks, whose episode name is often asked by people who 
want to smoke a cigarette but don’t have a match.  
ANSWER: Twin Peaks: The Return Episode 8 [Got a Light?] (specific tv show) 
 
This individual believes that he took a picture of a spectral Randy Savage at a February local 
wrestling event and advertised legit counterfeit money on Craigslist. He’s not Bruce Arthur, but 
this individual was involved in an incident with a machete and baseball bat last week with his 
son over the custody of a hedgehog. Also this past week, this person attempted to convince a 
17 year old to give him $45. Implicated mutiple times in illegal butt injection scams, he once 
used his private plane to draw a giant radar penis. Possibly a result of generous local freedom 
of information laws, he is the namesake of a Cigar City Brewing Double IPA in the state he calls 
home. For 10 points, name this superhero who lives in places such as Gainesville, Vero Beach, 
Ocala, Kissimee, St. Pete, Tampa, Tallahassee, and Miami and who is an adult male. 
ANSWER: Florida Man ($45) 
 
One character with this first name was killed in the first episode of Season 4 of Airwolf and was 
played by Ernest Borgnine. The patron saint of astronomers has this name. A baseball 
player of this first name was the younger brother of Vince, was known as the “Little 
Professor”, and was also the younger brother of Joe. For 10 points, give this first name of a 
portly, bearded man who starred in Cannonball Run with Burt Reynolds, a Mr. Delouise.  
ANSWER: Dominic (2002 NAQT) 
 
One character who lives in this city describes this city as “Paradise on earth” and sings about a 
character who is “a soaring soul/As free as a mountain bird” after getting kissed. One city of this 
name is currently a near ghost town, was faced with widespread racial tension in the 1960s and 
70s, and was the site of Fort Defiance. A translator in this city notes that a certain staff has 



to be cut in a movie in which, two characters, one of whom played by William Hootkins, 
stated that the Tannis development was proceeding outside of this city. One character was 
nearly poisoned in this city in which a monkey died of “bad dates.” Sugar Street, Palace Walk, 
and Midaq Alley are part of a trilogy named for this place. For 10 points, name this city that was 
the subject of a trilogy by Naguib Mahfuz and was near the site of the burial of the Lost Ark in 
Raiders. 
ANSWER: Cairo (written from memory) 
 
In his autobiography, record producer Clive Davis wrote that a conceptual music video for a 
song by this man featuring dancing corpses and vampires was banned from MTV due to its 
depiction of an interracial relationship. In an SNL sketch, a jazz musician named Winston Graff, 
played by Tim Meadows, directly quotes a song by this man after saying, “I pity the fool.” This 
man is featured in a skit in which he sings lyrics such as “Come on Mr. Computer, throw me a 
bone,” “It’s getting legal, y’all”, and “That’s not even a word” for movies such as Lawnmower 
Man, Pelican Brief, and Disturbia; this man was played by Jordn Peele in that sketch. This 
man had a top 10 hit with The Other Woman and he was sued for copyright violations when 
comparisons were drawn between his greatest hit and “I Want a New Drug” by Huey Lewis and 
the News. 
 This man’s greatest hit states “Busting makes me feel good” and asks “Who you gonna call?” 
For 10 points, name this singer who is most famous for singing the theme for the original 
Ghostbusters. 
ANSWER: Ray Parker Jr. (copyright) 
 
An actor with this surname played a 1980s television character who was held captive by his 
former partner Ivan Trigorin, occasionally visited the title group at their Langley, Virginia 
safehouse, and headed up the EIA. That actor with this surname appeared in a series of 
commercials for law firms nationwide in which he says, “Tell them you mean business!” and 
played Hunt Stockwell in the final season of The A Team. A player with this surnmae was a 
3 time all star first baseman known as the “Hit Dog.” One character with this surname 
played by Bridgitte Wilson-Sampras is described by a bus driver as a “piece of ace” and 
Charlie Sheen played a character with this surname who played in the California penal league 
prior to a stint with the Cleveland Indians. For 10 points, give this surname of the teacher 
Veronica on Billy Madison and Wild Thing Rick on Major League that is also the surname of the 
actor who starred in Dodgeball, Wedding Crashers, and Old School. 
ANSWER: Vaughn (sp) [note: award an extra 5 points for someone who answers in the form of 
Matt Morrison] 
 
Love Plus One; Greenfields; Strange But True; Can This Be Real; Yogi; Joy; I’m On Fire; 
Somebody’s Been Sleeping;  Something About You; Concrete and Clay; Over and Over; The 



Blob; Wiggle It; O-o-h Child; They’re Coming to Take Me Away Ha ha!; Ding Dong the Witch 
Is Dead; Come Baby Come; Short Dick Man; Back to the Hotel; Woot There It Is; Kyptonite; 
Get Ready for This; Caught up In You; Inside Out; Cumbersome; Brick; Red Red Wine; 
Wobble Wobble; Fatlip; Walk Like a Man; What’s Up; All the Small Things; Drag Me Down; 
Closer; Love Shack; Moves Like Jagger; With or Without You; In Da Club; ABC. For 10 points, 
the bands that performed the preceding list of songs have what nominal similarity? 
ANSWER: hit songs by bands with numbers in their names [prompt on “one hit wonders” 
since a bunch of these songs fall into that category] (list) 
  
Thomas Noe was convicted in 2006 of stealing from an investment fund that focused on these 
items. In 1278, several hundred Jews were detained in the Tower of London on suspicion of 
tampering with these items. One scandal during Bob Taft’s governorship of Ohio stemmed 
from largescale investment in these items by the Ohio Bureau of Workers Compensation. Ebay 
recognizes PCGS, ICGm ANACS and Numismatic Guaranty Corporation as acceptable certifiers 
of these objects. For 10 points, name these items which include the 1913 Liberty Head, 1933 
Double Eagle, and the penny. 
ANSWER: coins  (collectibles) 
 
In a recent standup special, a comic noted that he never once claimed that a teacher with this 
name “....cuts a heroic figure.” In that same special, Hitler’s Dog, Gossip & Trickery, Norm 
Macdonald describes a practical joke in which a man commits suicide and falsely blames it on a 
barber with this name as practical joke. A historic figure with this name was the pastor of West 
Hunter Street Baptist Church in Atlanta. That man with this name alienated members of the 
civil rights movement for endorsing Ronald Reagan for president and writing about 
Martin Luther King Jr.’s personal life in his autobiography And the Walls Came Tumbling 
Down. That man with this name led 1968’s Poor People’s March on Washington. For 10 points, 
name this civil rights leader who succeeded Martin Luther King as head of the Southern 
Christian Leadership Coalition.  
ANSWER: Ralph David Abernathy (standup) 


